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ABSTRACT

MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data buses are commonly used to link complex software-
controlled systems in modern aircraft. The software in these aircraft is routinely
updated; each update requires flight testing. Also, sophisticated weapons and
electronic warfare systems which are integrated into operationally-ready aircraft must
be routinely evaluated. The simplest way to perform the required evaluation is to
record all the data from the multiplex data buses during an operational flight; these
data can then be replayed and examined after the flight.

Traditionally, some operational systems had to be disabled or removed from an
aircraft to allow installation of a data acquisition system. This paper discusses a MIL-
STD-1553 multiplex bus Record-All Small Data Acquisition System (RASDAS)
installed in a McDonnell Douglas CF-188 fighter aircraft to record all data from two
1553 multiplex data buses without displacing any operational equipment. The specific
requirements and constraints associated with evaluating the integrated systems of a
CF-188 aircraft are examined; further, RASDAS implementation in this aircraft type
is discussed from planning to flight evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

A typical modern military aircraft is integrated via networks of complex computerized
avionics systems. The overall effectiveness of a given aircraft type depends not only
on how well each system operates by itself, but also how well the systems work
together; that is, how well they are integrated.

Software Upgrades

The operational program within an aircraft’s bus controller defines how various
systems, linked by a data bus, communicate with each other. Routinely, operators’
requirements change, systems are removed or upgraded and new systems are added to
the bus. The bus controller’s software is upgraded to match these changes. Flight
testing must be carried out to verify correct operation.

Systems Integration

A typical system that might be integrated into a military aircraft is one associated with
electronic warfare (EW). The EW system itself can be an integration of various EW
components. The components, likely from different manufacturers, must work as a
system integrated with the EW bus controller. The EW system must then be installed
in an aircraft and, in turn, its bus controller must be integrated with the buses linking
existing onboard systems. This integration of data buses must then undergo flight
testing to verify the overall operation.

Armament Systems Effectiveness

A military aircraft, as a weapon, must be routinely examined for systems
effectiveness. Only through recording data while actually deploying or firing the
aircraft’s armament, and later interpreting that data, can the effectiveness be totally
evaluated. The deployment of sophisticated guided missiles involves the use of a
specialized armament telemetry range and remotely-controlled targets, or drones.
Considering the loss of the missile and possibly the drone, plus the cost of range time,
such endeavours are extremely expensive and are carried out sparingly. As much
flight data as possible are required to be recorded during these rare opportunities.



Anomalies

Apart from the aforementioned scheduled evaluations, aircraft integrated systems
should be monitored on a day-to-day basis during routine operations so that subtle
system anomalies can be detected and the associated data captured.

PURPOSE

This paper deals with satisfying the aforementioned testing requirements as applied to
the McDonnell Douglas CF-188 fighter aircraft flown by the Canadian Forces.
Specific requirements to accomplish CF-188 testing will be presented. Then, a data
acquisition system, the record-all small data acquisition system (RASDAS), that
allows those requirements to be met will be discussed, including: description, aircraft
integration, operation, ground and flight test, and an evaluation of the system versus
the stated requirements.

REQUIREMENTS

AIRBORNE SYSTEM

The requirements of an airborne data acquisition system to be used for avionics
integration test programmes on the CF-188 aircraft follow:

a. acquire data from two independent MIL-STD-1553 multiplex (mux) data buses;
b.  time-tag recorded data to allow correlation with ground instrumentation;
c. acquire data for at least a one-hour period;
d. utilize a convenient storage medium;
e. withstand the environment when flown in a high performance jet aircraft;
f. replace, displace or disable no operational equipment that is required during

testing;
g. necessitate no modifications to the aircraft;
h. be installed in, and removed from, a production aircraft quickly and easily;
I. be easily maintained and require minimal technical support on deployment;
j. be comprised of off-the-shelf equipment to the maximum extent possible; and
k.  be relatively inexpensive.

GROUND SYSTEM

The requirements for the data reproduction system follow:

a. reproduce data in a form compatible with standard decommutation equipment;



b. reproduce data immediately after a flight from a convenient storage medium;
c. deploy to the location of testing;
d. provide limited data analysis;
e. use off-the-shelf components; and
f. be relatively inexpensive.

MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS

EXISTING RESOURCES

Airborne

The Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment (AETE) currently maintains two
extensively instrumented CF-188 aircraft, as well as a versatile data acquisition
system for installation in unmodified production CF-188 aircraft. The two
instrumented aircraft are not available for deployment to distant test ranges, and the
versatile data acquisition system is large and replaces the aircraft’s cannon. Thus, the
requirements of the airborne system could not be met with existing resources. A new
type of data acquisition system was therefore required.

Ground

Existing data reproduction facilities at AETE include inter-range instrumentation
group (IRIG) standard equipment, 1553 data acquisition and analysis equipment and
pulse code modulation (PCM) video-encoded replay equipment. The equipment is
either large, part of dedicated equipment, or has inadequate bandwidth. Equipment
compatible with a new airborne system was required.

VIDEO ENCODING AND RECORDING APPROACH

PCM ENCODING

The biggest step toward meeting the aforementioned airborne system requirements
came a few years ago when PCM data was successfully encoded into a standard video
format for recording by a video cassette recorder. This approach used the convenient
video cassette storage medium and allowed PCM recording for up to an hour. As well,
the cost was reasonable.



1553 ENCODING

In October 1991, AETE evaluated a Merlin Engineering/TEAC MIL-STD-1553 mux
bus data acquisition and reproduction system. After successful evaluation in the lab,
using a mux bus simulator/analyser, the system was interfaced to the 1553 mux buses
of two different aircraft types (CF-188 and CF-116 fighter aircraft). Aircraft bus
traffic was successfully reproduced from the replayed cassettes with a negligible
number of errors. Because the components were relatively small and ruggedized, were
virtually off-the-shelf items, and used consumer HI-8 video technology with 60 or 120
minute cassettes, most of the requirements of the new data acquisition system were
now within reach.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM

COMPONENTS

The RASDAS airborne system is made up of six major components:

a. power control unit;
b. power distribution and status unit;
c. mux bus to video encoder;
d. video cassette recorder;
e. time code generator; and
f. doubler for the ammunition loading door 6 window.

Locations

The Power Control Unit (PCU) mounts in a fuselage electronics bay; the power
distribution and status unit, encoder and recorder, mount on a shock-mounted tray of
the RASDAS data acquisition unit which attaches inside the ammunition loading door
6 of the gun bay. The window doubler replaces a blanking plate that would obscure
the view through the door 6 window. Figure 1 shows the locations of RASDAS items.

Power Control Unit

The PCU consists of a relay on a box that mounts in a tray reserved for an optional
production item not currently used in the CF-188 aircraft. The PCU relay is activated
by pressing a switch mounted on the left throttle. This switch is normally used to
activate a night identification light used during air intercept missions. With RASDAS
installed, the identification light cannot be installed because RASDAS uses the light’s
mounting points inside the ammunition loading door; thus the light’s control circuitry



is available to be used to control RASDAS. Power reserved for an optional system
called the airborne instrumentation subsystem - internal (AISI), installed during air
combat manoeuvring training, is used for RASDAS. The AISI uses the same
mounting points as the identification light and RASDAS; thus, it can not be installed
when RASDAS is installed. Two power lines run from a circuit breaker panel near the
power control unit to the AISI location near the ammunition loading door of the gun
bay (see Figures 1 and 2a). The two AISI power wires are used as follows: one for
switched 28VDC (via the power control unit) and one for unswitched 28VDC
(bypassing the power control unit). Thus, unswitched 28VDC and the 28VDC
controlled by the light switch are available in the gun bay. To simplify installation,
two breakout harnesses connect to the aircraft wiring and carry all production wiring
through while splitting out the AISI 28VDC power and access to the identification
light switch. The breakouts install easily between existing production connectors, thus
leaving aircraft wiring intact.

Power Distribution and Status Unit

The power distribution and status unit is a box containing circuit breakers,
electromagnetic interference (EMI) low pass filters, light emitting diode (LED) status
indicators, a switch, a relay, and connectors. The unit attaches to the data acquisition
unit inside the ammunition loading door.

The unswitched and switched 28VDC from the power control unit (see Figure 2a) are
distributed, via circuit breakers and EMI filters in the power distribution and status
unit, to the encoder and recorder. The unswitched 28VDC goes directly to the recorder
to allow its internal heater to operate in low temperature situations. The switched
28VDC (controlled by the night identification light switch) activates a relay which in
turn puts the recorder into record mode. For routine ground maintenance, a switch on
the power distribution and status unit is available to disable remote operation and
allow the recorder to be operated using its front panel selector switch.

The LEDs indicate the operational status of the encoder and recorder. Of particular
importance are the “record”, “end-of-tape” and “local/remote” LEDs as these indicate
at a glance whether RASDAS is serviceable. These three indicators are visible
through the identification light window on the ammunition loading door.

Mux Bus Encoder

A Merlin ME-981-1553R mux bus encoder accepts two independent MIL-STD-1553
buses (avionics buses 1 and 2); each of those 1553 buses is made up of a pair of buses
(X and Y), one of which is redundant: either bus X or bus Y, not both, is active at any



given time. The bus encoder ORs buses 1X, 1Y into one data stream, and 2X, 2Y into
a second data stream (as shown in Figure 2b). The two data streams are then merged
and encoded into one video stream. A third aircraft bus, the EW bus, could be
connected to the bus encoder in place of either avionics bus. The data are encoded
such that error correction can be done during decoding [1]. The encoder is built to
withstand the shock, vibration and temperature extremes experienced in a high
performance aircraft.

Video Recorder

A wide bandwidth video recorder, either S-VHS or HI-8, can be used to record the
video signal. RASDAS incorporates a TEAC V-80AB-F HI-8 mm video cassette
recorder. Maxell P6-120XR-M120 tape cassettes were used. The V-80AB-F, though
ruggedized, is installed on a shock-mounted tray. A voice track is available on the V-
80AB-F recorder to record an IRIG B time code signal.

Time Code Generator

A time code generator could provide IRIG B time code to be recorded on the voice
track of the video recorder, enabling correlation of mux bus data with off-aircraft
facilities such as a telemetry range. A time code generator was not incorporated into
the prototype RASDAS.

GROUND SYSTEM

COMPONENTS

The RASDAS ground reproduce system is made up of the following components:

a. consumer quality HI-8 mm video cassette replay unit;
b.  video to mux bus decoder;
c. time regenerator and display (not required for prototype RASDAS); and
d.  mux bus data processor.

A bus reproduction block diagram is shown in Figure 3.

Video Cassette Replay Unit

Video cassettes from the airborne system can be replayed on any consumer HI-8 mm
video cassette recorder (VCR). The prototype RASDAS uses a Sony EV-S900 VCR.



Mux Bus Decoder

A Merlin ME-991-1553R mux bus decoder accepts the replayed video data stream and
converts it to two independent MIL-STD-1553 mux bus data streams. Currently, bus
1X is ORd with 1Y and 2X with 2Y in the front end of the airborne encoder. The
decoder reproduces 1X or 1Y at one output and 2X or 2Y at the other output. The
timing between the messages for each independent bus is replicated: reproduced bus
words appear, in time, just as they originally occurred on the aircraft bus. Between
independent buses, a constant time shift exists. For example, if a data word appears at
a given time on avionics bus 1X or 1Y and another data word appears on bus 2X or
2Y at the exact same time, those two data words, when decoded, will be separated in
time by a small and definable amount.

Time Code Generator

The ground-based time code generator complements the airborne time generator.
Being portable, the ground-based time code generator can be taken to the flight line to
synchronize the aircraft’s time code generator to IRIG B time of day. The ground
generator is also used as a time display when replaying and editing data and to
regenerate the IRIG B time signal for use by the mux bus processor. The ground-based
unit was not used during initial testing.

Mux Bus Processor

The fundamental use of the mux bus processor is to decommutate selected messages
and words from the reproduced MIL-STD-1553 buses. With that capability available
when travelling to remote range facilities, the correct operation of RASDAS can be
verified. Depending on the type of testing, the mux bus processor should be able to
provide a quick look at critical data points between flights. As well, the mux bus
processor should provide an interface between the bus decoder and more powerful
data processing equipment.

For the prototype testing, a LORAL SBA-100F was used to verify that valid mux bus
messages were being reproduced and to count bus errors. Also, to capture time
histories of specific reproduced data words, a LORAL System 500 was used; the
System 500 was interfaced to AETE’s computing facilities and plots of standard flight
parameters were provided for a number of manoeuvres.

An attractive implementation of a mux bus processor might be a small personal
computer with a 1553 bus interface. Such a computer could perform the basic
functions of the bus processor, could have special purpose software to implement



some data reduction, and, because of commonality with other personal computers at
deployed locations, could use borrowed peripherals and interfaces for data storage,
plotting or more sophisticated processing.

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

The PCU is installed inside door 13L and connected to aircraft wiring via two
breakout cables. The data acquisition unit is installed inside door 6 and connected to
the AISI connectors.

Prior to flight, a technician installs a cassette and performs a time synchronization (if a
time code generator is installed). Door 6, on the left side of the airplane, is closed; the
pilot starts the right hand engine, then turns on the night identification light switch; the
technician looks into the door 6 window and observes the three critical indicator
LEDs; if the “record” light is on and the two trouble lights are off, the technician
signals to the pilot that RASDAS is operational. The assistance of the technician in
observing the status lights prior to flight is important because the pilot receives no
other feedback that RASDAS is recording. Given that most flights are shorter than
two hours, and 120 minute cassettes can be used, RASDAS need not be turned off
until after landing.

DATA EVALUATION

LAB TEST

Procedure

Once the RASDAS data acquisition components were assembled into a system,
including aircraft wiring harnesses, it was powered up in the lab and bus traffic was
connected to the bus cables. The SBA-100F was used to simulate one independent
MIL-STD-1553 bus consisting of a primary and secondary bus. The SBA-100F
primary and secondary buses were applied to the 1X, 1Y inputs. A known series of
mux bus messages were transmitted, encoded and recorded. Then the simulated mux
bus traffic was applied to the 2X, 2Y RASDAS inputs. Bus traffic was again recorded.
The voice track of the recorder was used to record comments before and after the test.
To simulate the redundancy of 1553 traffic, the SBA-100F was directed to switch its
output from primary (input X) to secondary (input Y) during recording.

Specifically, twenty-five messages, each consisting of one command word, one status
word and 32 data words, were transmitted by the SBA-100F to the bus 1 inputs of
RASDAS for approximately 30 minutes. One of the messages was transmitted as a



bus 1Y message; the other 24 were bus 1X messages. Each message was transmitted
17,446 times. The total number of words transmitted (at 34 words per message 17,446
transmissions of each message and 25 messages) was 1.48 x 10  words. The data were7

recorded on a previously unused Maxell P6-120XR-M120 tape. Then the SBA-100F
was connected to the RASDAS bus 2 inputs and data were recorded for about 30
minutes. The total number of words transmitted (at 34 words per message, 16,732
transmissions of each message and 25 messages) was 1.42 x 10  words.7

Upon completion of recording, the tape was played back into the bus decoder and the
bus decoder number one output (producing stream 1X or 1Y was connected to the
SBA-100B which was now used in its bus analyser mode. The tape was replayed and
the resulting bus error tally was recorded. Next, the second half of the tape was
replayed into the decoder and the number two decoder output (stream 2X or 2Y) was
analysed by the SBA-100F. Bus errors were tallied.

Results

Twelve erroneous words were detected during the bus 1X, 1Y replay and five during
the bus 2X, 2Y replay. The total result was approximately 17 erroneous words in 2.9 x
10  transmitted words or a word error rate of 5 in 10 . Another way of expressing the7           7

error rate is 17 errors for two buses in 30 minutes, or 0.3 erroneous words per minute
per bus.

A recording on previously used, but degaussed, Sony P6-60HMPX tape resulted in a
word error rate of approximately 164 in 10 . The relatively poor result was attributed7

to poor tape quality resulting from previous use.

AIRCRAFT GROUND TEST

Procedure

RASDAS was connected to a CF-188 aircraft’s AISI bus connector to acquire buses
1X, 1Y and 2X, 2Y. An SBA-100F mux bus analyser was connected to a
conveniently-located aircraft bus 1X, 1Y port. When RASDAS recording was started,
the SBA-100F was reset. For 10 minutes RASDAS recorded bus traffic while the
SBA-100F recorded the types of bus errors. Because the protocol of the CF-188
aircraft’s mux buses deviates from that of MIL-STD-1553A and B for certain data
transfers, the SBA-100F output a list of what it considered to be errors on the
aircraft’s buses. All errors indicated by the SBA-100F during the time RASDAS was
recording were noted. After 10 minutes, the SBA-100F was switched to monitor the
aircraft bus 2X, 2Y port and a second 10 minute RASDAS recording was made. The



video recorder’s voice track was used to record voice comments as testing progressed.
A Maxell 6-120XR M120 tape cassette was used.

Upon completion of the two tests, the cassette was taken to the lab where it was
replayed on the III-8 VCR, through the bus decoder and into the SBA-100F. For the
first test, the bus 1 decoder output reproduced CF-188 mux bus 1X or 1Y for 20
minutes total. Then, after rewinding the tape, mux bus 2X or 2Y from the bus 2
decoder output was reproduced. For each test, the types and numbers of errors were
noted. Those errors indicated by the SBA-100F both during recording and during
playback were discarded as they were due to bus protocol differences and not caused
by RASDAS.

Results

Those error types showing up during replay, but not seen during recording, were
considered to be actual errors. The tally provided by the SBA-100F for each error type
was taken as the number of erroneous words for that error type. For 20 minutes of data
for two buses, a total of 47 word errors were indicated, resulting in an average error
rate of 1.2 erroneous words per minute per bus. At first glance, that rate seems much
higher than the lab result of 0.3 erroneous words per minute; however, the buses on
the airplane were much more active (more commands and hence an increased
likelihood of error) than those simulated in the lab.

FLIGHT TEST

Procedure

With RASDAS recording, various test points were flown so that RASDAS operation
under various specific environmental conditions could be evaluated. Maxell
P6-120XR-M120 tape cassettes were used. Conditions achieved included:

a. high and low ambient pressure (3000 to 35000 ft;
b.  high and low temperature (high speed at low altitude and low speed at high

altitude;
c. moderate turbulence (low altitude);
d. high sustained positive normal acceleration (7.3g for 20 seconds);
e. negative sustained normal acceleration (-1.9g for 5 seconds); and
f. high buffet (high altitude, very slow).

Several seconds of data were acquired during each test point; a time history plot was
prepared from reproduced data for specific measurands at each test point.



The reproduced bus traffic from the entire tape was played back into the SBA-100F.
Disregarding those types of errors attributed, during ground tests, to differences
between the CF-188 bus traffic and MIL-STD-1553, the RASDAS errors were
counted. Because the Merlin encoding and decoding process performs error
correction, and thus might potentially alter the data in attempting to correct it, error
types were not recorded.

Results

The first test flight lasted one hour and included the test points listed above under
Procedure. The indicated error rate was approximately 1.8 erroneous words per minute
per bus.

For the second test flight, the recorder was turned on while airborne during a low to
moderate turbulence test point. The average error rate (over only one minute, 40
seconds) was 0.3 erroneous words per minute per bus.

Examination of time histories of selected measurands using the 1553 interface and
display capabilities of a LORAL System 500 connected to replayed bus traffic showed
no data dropouts.

RASDAS CAPABILITIES VERSUS REQUIREMENTS

AIRBORNE SYSTEM

Ratings of RASDAS capabilities against the previously stated airborne system
requirements follow:

a. Two MIL-STD-1553 mux buses, including redundancy, can be encoded,
recorded and reproduced reliably and accurately.

b. The prototype RASDAS did not include a time code generator, although the
recorder was capable of recording IRIG B time code. The ground-based VCR
was capable of replaying IRIG B into any suitable time code regenerator.

c. Using a 120 minute HI-8 cassette, data could be recorded for up to two hours.

d. The HI-8 cassette, being available on the consumer market, is a very convenient
storage medium; within a few minutes of landing, the airborne video cassette
can be removed and checked.



e. The airborne encoder and recorder can operate in high performance aircraft.
They are ruggedized and shock mounted to allow operation in a high shock and
vibration environment; also, the recorder has a built-in heater to allow operation
at low temperatures.

f. With RASDAS installed, neither the air intercept night identification light nor
the air combat training AISI can be installed. Neither system is actively
connected with the complex avionics systems of the CF-188 aircraft and thus is
not required during systems integration testing.

g. Existing mounting provisions, system control and wiring are used; thus, no
aircraft modifications are needed.

h. The PCU slides into a location normally occupied by a power supply; but
because that power supply is not currently used, the space is available. The data
acquisition unit mounts as quickly and easily as the identification light or AISI.

I. Once RASDAS is installed, only pre-flight operation checks and tape changes
are required (with the addition of a time code generator, pre-flight time
synchronization would be required).

j. The encoder and recorder currently have delivery times of a few months after
receipt of order. Wiring harnesses, the power distribution and status unit and the
PCU use readily available components and can be built by a basic mechanical
and electrical workshop facility.

k. The cost of parts is reasonable.

GROUND SYSTEM

Ratings of RASDAS capabilities against the previously stated ground system
requirements follow:

a. Standard off-the-shelf MIL-STD-1553 mux bus decommutation equipment is
available.

b. Using HI-8 mm technology and a 1553 decommutator, data can be observed
within minutes of the completion of a flight.

c. Ground equipment can be carried as luggage on a commercial air carrier or
borrowed at the deployed site.



d. Data analysis depends on the mux bus processor used.

e. Consumer video equipment is used and available off-the-shelf; the bus decoder
delivery time could be a few months, and the delivery of the bus processor
depends on its complexity.

f.  The cost of the parts is reasonable.

[1] Jensen, P. “Data to Video Encoding and Decoding System” ITC 92 San Diego,
CA, 26 to 29 October 1992










